757swim
Consent, Release & Waiver
This document is intended to provide consent, release and waiver, as a parent or adult member of
757swim on behalf of your swimmer(s) to 757swim’s instruction and motivation techniques,
and for the use of the picture, video or likeness for the purposes described below. 757swim
coaches use various instruction techniques to provide exceptional coaching and development of
our swimmer athletes. Coaches may engage the swimmers with hands-on instruction in the
water or on deck so that swimmers get the correct feel for a proper stroke. Similarly, coaches
may use photographs and video (above or below water) as a training tool for correcting
swimmer technique. Coach interaction with swimmers occurs in an open and observable
environment, and is intended to comply both with USA Swimming Safe Sport Guidelines.
Training videos and photographs are not used for any other purpose without the express
consent of the swimmer and parents.
In addition, 757swim often takes photographs or videos of our athletes and parents at 757swim events
and meets for use in its internet website, social media sites, promotional material, presentations and
programs to accentuate the positive impact 757swim has on its members and to aid in the recruitment
of new members. We do not permit images to be "tagged" to identify individuals on public sites.
Members and guests, however, are not permitted to take photographs or videos of any of the swimmer
athletes during any 757swim training session for the protection of the other swimmers.
THEREFORE, we grant permission to 757swim and its coaches to use various hands-on
instruction techniques described above in an open and observable environment, consistent with
USA Swimming Safe Sport Guidelines, and to use video and photography as part of the training
process. In addition, we grant permission to use our swimmer athlete's name, picture, video
image, or likeness in any form, in any media and for any non-commercial purpose. We hereby
waive and release on behalf of our own behalf and on behalf of our swimmer athletes any and all
claims, suits, causes of action of any sort or type that might accrue to any one of us against
757swim, its coaches, employees, officers and directors in connection with the actions and usage
detailed above.
Date:

----------

Swimmer(s):_________________________________________________________
Name: ___________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian
Signature: ________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian

